
Pine Hill Residences
(Apartments)
Pine Hill, Other - Costa del Sol, Fuengirola

€219,000
Ref: BIND50782

Brand new affordable apartments for sale in Fuengirola Apartment highlights Smaller community of just 71
exclusive apartments Elegant modern appearance Fluent indoor-outdoor transitions, perfect for Mediterranean living
Located in the Torreblanca district of Fuengirola Choice between 2 and 4 bedroom apartments and duplex
apartments Terraces are offering either sea views, countryside or mountain views Home automation Air
conditioning for cooling and heating Video intercom in all apartments Garage parking slot and storage room, 
Complex highlights One single entrance to the urbanization Community with infinity outdoor swimming pool in
tropical gardens Spa centre with heated indoor swimming pool, sauna  and hydromassage Gym and fitness studio
Private movie theatre in th...
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Property Description

Location: Pine Hill, Other - Costa del Sol, Fuengirola, Spain

Brand new affordable apartments for sale in Fuengirola

Apartment highlights

Smaller community of just 71 exclusive apartments
Elegant modern appearance
Fluent indoor-outdoor transitions, perfect for Mediterranean living
Located in the Torreblanca district of Fuengirola
Choice between 2 and 4 bedroom apartments and duplex apartments
Terraces are offering either sea views, countryside or mountain views
Home automation
Air conditioning for cooling and heating
Video intercom in all apartments
Garage parking slot and storage room, 

Complex highlights

One single entrance to the urbanization
Community with infinity outdoor swimming pool in tropical gardens
Spa centre with heated indoor swimming pool, sauna  and hydromassage
Gym and fitness studio
Private movie theatre in the complex 
Social lounge with fully equipped kitchen
Business centre
Shuttle bus to and from Los Boliches Beach

For more details about prices, building specifications, availability, payment terms, etc, click 
on the "Documents" tab above or contact us via the WhatsApp chat-link at the bottom right of 
this page!

The information indicated for the properties offered for sale on this website is believed to be 
correct at the time of advertising and is subject to errors or omissions, price changes, prior 
sale or withdrawal from the market.
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